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4%

15%

22%

59%

Remains organized in the 
same way as under CKF 

grant

Project was incorporated 
into host agency’s work, 

losing its separate 
identity

Transferred to another 
agency

Became a separate 501 (c) 
nonprofit organization

Source:  Survey of CKF Project Directors and Coalition Leaders 2007.

Note:  This report is based on 27 projects that sustained whose project directors completed the online survey.  Projects that 
sustained but did not complete online survey are excluded.

N = 27
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Half of CKF Coalitions SustainedHalf of CKF Coalitions Sustained

52%

25%

8%

15%

Continuing but with a 
different or expanded 

mission

Continuing but merging 
with another coalition

Continuing in the same 
way but with a reduced 

capacity

Continuing in the 
same way

Source:  Survey of CKF Project Directors and Coalition Leaders 2007.

Note:  This figure is based on 40 coalitions that sustained whose coalition leaders completed the online survey.  Coalitions that 
sustained but did not complete online survey are excluded.

N = 27
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Source:  Survey of CKF Project Directors and Coalition Leaders 2007.

Note:     Respondents could select more than one response.

Since the grant ended, coalition members have…

Project 
directors 
(N=38)

Coalition 
leaders 

(N= 198)
Adopted specific outreach activities as part of 
their own operations 61% 47%
Taken responsibility for basic functions of the 
coalition previously done by paid CKF staff, such 
as scheduling meetings or sending announcements 42% 43%
Adopted specific simplification activities 34% 32%
Adopted specific coordination activities 34% 31%
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advocates who help form networks devoted to 
expanding health care and insurance coverage for 
children
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